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Happier holidays ahead
(economic impact to consumer)

 Our holiday 2021 Consumer Pulse Survey supports a more positive holiday retail outlook as 83 percent of respondents whose employment was most impacted 
by COVID-19 have returned to work (vs. 65 percent in September 2020).

 The percent of respondents who have experienced a decrease in household income has reached 41 percent; however, 55 percent of these respondents report 
that their income has recovered to pre-COVID-19 levels and an additional 12 percent claim their household income is higher than pre-COVID-19.

 32 percent of respondents report that their household spending has returned to pre-COVID-19 levels; the percent of respondents that believe their household 
spending will reach pre-COVID-19 levels within the next 6 months has more than doubled from 24 percent to 49 percent.

Holiday spend is likely 
to be back

 Holiday spending is likely to return to normal as respondents estimate a 5% increase in their holiday shopping budgets compared to last year; respondents 
plan on spending more on computers and hardware (+47 percent), jewelry (+41 percent), travel (+38 percent), games (+32 percent), and than they planned to 
last year.

 Fewer respondents are cutting back on the number of people they purchase for (22 percent vs. 36 percent) and more respondents are planning to by gifts for 
more people (8 percent vs. 4 percent); more respondents are planning to purchase gifts for their kids (+8 percent), siblings (+5 percent), and coworkers (+5 
percent) this year versus last year.

 On average, respondents plan to purchase more online across all categories during the 2021 holiday season with 60 percent of holiday shopping expected to 
be online (8 percent higher than 2020); the biggest increases in expected online share of wallet come from automotive (+20 percent), hardware (+19 percent), 
and furniture (+17 percent).

 Respondents are planning to attend more gatherings this year, particularly those of family and friends (an additional 24 percent and 14 percent of respondents 
plan to attend each of these types of gatherings, respectively).

CONSUMER PULSE SURVEY: 2021 HOLIDAY REPORT

Executive summary (1 of 2)
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Holiday travel

 Fewer respondents plan on staying local for Thanksgiving and the Winter Holidays than last year (53 percent versus 60 percent and 45 percent versus 55 
percent, respectively).

 55 percent of respondents are still at least somewhat dissuaded from travelling due to COVID-19, their main concern being the further spread of the virus. 
 Approximately 50 percent of respondents believe their leisure and business travel habits have or will change permanently due to COVID-19; 54 percent of 

respondents now consider healthcare infrastructure when planning international trips.
 Most respondents (59 percent) feel comfortable staying at a name-brand hotel; Most respondents (58 percent)  would prefer a travel partner that has a fully 

vaccinated staff over one that does not.

CONSUMER PULSE SURVEY: 2021 HOLIDAY REPORT

Executive summary (2 of 2)

Retail preferences

 More than 50 percent of respondents are at least somewhat concerned about stockouts in stores and shipping delays, likely contributing to earlier shopping 
plans as 61 percent of respondents plan to start holiday shopping by October (up 10 percent since last holiday season).

 Black Friday is still the most important event of the holiday shopping season and 32 percent of respondents definitely plan to shop in-store on Black Friday 
(versus 16 percent last year).

 Different methods of online shopping (delivery, in-store pickup, curbside pickup) became more prevalent during COVID-19 and will still be important this 
holiday season.
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HAPPIER HOLIDAYS AHEAD

Our holiday 2021 Consumer Pulse survey supports a more positive holiday retail outlook as 83 percent of 
respondents whose employment was most impacted by COVID-19 have returned to work (vs. 65 percent in 
September 2020).

Note(s): (a) KPMG conducted four surveys of 1,000 consumers across the United States and in all instances, they were asked the questions, “Was your employment impacted  by COVID-19?” and “Have you been able to returned to work?” if respondent reported a loss of work due to COVID-19 (b) 
Totals do not sum to 100% due to rounding; (c) Excluded 1 respondent who selected “Other” but provided no further explanation.

Source(s): (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 15, 2020 – Sep 19, 2020; (2) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

Percent of unemployed, furloughed, and self-
employed respondents who have returned to work

COVID-19 impact on employment status 
(includes job loss, furlough, and reduced hours) Reasons for continued unemployment

69%
59%

31%
41%

Not Impacted

2020 2021

Impacted

100%
n = 1,014 n = 1,016

65%

83%

35%

17%

2021

No

100%

2020

Yes

n = 185 n = 266 n = 44(c)

I have not been able
to find employment

I do not feel comfortable working and
increasing my exposure to COVID-19
when my children are not vaccinated

I do not feel comfortable returning
to work yet due to health reasons

I have childcare responsibilities

9%

I prefer not to get the vaccine
which is required to return to work

5%

The economic benefit of unemployment
surpasses my previous working wages

I am retired now

48%

20%

9%

5%

5%
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HAPPIER HOLIDAYS AHEAD

The percent of respondents who have experienced a decrease in household income has reached 41 percent; 
however, 55 percent of these respondents report that their income has recovered to pre-COVID-19 levels and 
an additional 12 percent claim their household income is higher than pre-COVID-19.

Note(s): (a) KPMG conducted four surveys of 1,000 consumers across the United States and in all instances, they were asked the questions, “Has your household income been negatively impacted by COVID-19?”, “Please estimate the percentage reduction of your household income caused by 
COVID-19” and “Are you or someone in your household receiving unemployment benefits?” 

Source(s): (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 15, 2020 – Sep 19, 2020; (2) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

Percent of respondents whose income 
was impacted by COVID-19

64% 59%

36% 41%

2020

Yes

2021

No

100%
n = 1,014 n = 1,016

Average decrease in 
household income

75-100% 17%

27%

46%

2021

10%50-75%

0-25%

25-50%

n = 417

Average 
decrease in 
household 
income of 

~40%

Household income recovery

2021

55%

n = 417

12%

34%

My household income
has returned to pre-

COVID-19 levels

My household income
has increased versus
pre-COVID-19 levels

My household income
is still less than prior

to COVID-19

~67% 
of respondents 

report that 
their 

household 
income has 

returned to or 
increased 

beyond pre-
COVID-19 

levels
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HAPPIER HOLIDAYS AHEAD

Nearly 50 percent of consumers feel the economy is already back or will be back to pre-COVID-19 levels 
within 1 year (versus 37 percent in September 2020).

Note(s): (a) KPMG conducted four surveys of 1,000 consumers across the United States and in all instances, they were asked the question, “When COVID-19 is under control, how long do you think it will take for the overall economy to rebound to pre-COVID-19 levels?” Each bar represents the 
percent of respondents that chose the timeframe indicated on the x-axis; (b) Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Source(s): (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 15, 2020 – Sep 19, 2020; (2) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

U.S. level of optimism around U.S. economy recovering to pre-COVID-19 levels

14%

23%

26%

23%

14%
13%

17%
18%

16%

20%

15%

UnsureI believe the economy 
has already returned to 
pre-COVID-19 levels

Within 6 months 6-12 months 2+ years1-2 years

+3%

-5%

-10%

-3%

+1%

37%

13%

49%

35%

14%

36%

15%

Is already back

2021

n = 1014 n = 1016

2020

Unsure

1 year or longer

Within 1 year

100%

2020 (n=1014) 2021 (n=1016)

48% 
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feel that the 
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already back 
or will be back 
to pre-COVID-
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within 1 year
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HAPPIER HOLIDAYS AHEAD

49 percent of respondents report that their household spending has returned to pre-COVID-19 levels (32 
percent) or will be back within 6 months (17%).

Note(s): (a) KPMG conducted four surveys of 1,000 consumers across the United States and in all instances, they were asked the question, “When COVID-19 is under control, how long do you think it will take for your spending to return to pre-COVID levels?”
Source(s): (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 15, 2020 – Sep 19, 2020; (2) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

U.S. level of optimism around consumer spending to recover to pre-COVID-19 levels

24% 24%

18%

6%

11%

17%

32%

17%
15%

11%

4%

10% 10%
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to pre-COVID-
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-7% -9%

-7%

-2%

-1%
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24%
32%

48%

17%

11%

30%

17%

10%

10%

2020 2021
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Is already back

Within 6 months

Never

6 months or longer

n = 1014n = 1014

0%

100%

2021 (n=1016)2020 (n=1014)
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within 6 
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Holiday shopping budgets
(among respondents that typically engage in holiday gift shopping)

HOLIDAY SPEND AND GATHERINGS

Respondents estimate a 5% increase in their holiday shopping budgets compared to last year.

Note(s): (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and they were asked the question, “Approximately how much did you spend on gifts in total during the 2020 holiday season? And what do you expect to be your total 2021 holiday gift shopping?”
Source(s): (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 15, 2020 – Sep 19, 2020; (2) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

$598
$627

Estimated 2020
holiday gift spend

(n = 818)

Planned 2021 holiday
gift shopping budget

(n = 818)

+5%
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HOLIDAY SPEND AND GATHERINGS

Respondents plan on spending more on computers and hardware (+47 percent), jewelry (+41%) 
games (+32 percent), and travel (+38 percent) than they planned to last year.

Note(s): (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and they were asked the question, “How much do you typically spend on the following categories as part of your holiday shopping purchases (2020)?” and ‘How much do you typically spend on the following 
categories as part of your holiday shopping purchases (2021)?”; (b) Excludes two outliers who plan to spend over $3000 on jewelry this holiday season.

Source(s):   (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 15, 2020 – Sep 19, 2020; (2) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

Expected holiday gift shopping spend by category
(among respondents that typically engage in holiday gift shopping)

$117

$82

$55

$29 $28 $26
$19 $20

$15 $12 $10 $12

$131

$91

$64

$41
$37 $36

$28
$21

$15 $14 $13 $13

FurnitureBooksComputer 
and hardware

TravelGamesJewelry(b)ElectronicsGift cards Décor HardwareClothing and 
accessories

Automotive

+12%

+11%

+16%

+41% +32% +38%
+47%

+5%
0% +17% +30% +8%

2020 (n=756)
2021 (n=816)
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HOLIDAY SPEND AND GATHERINGS

Fewer respondents are cutting back on the number of people they purchase for (22 percent vs. 36 
percent) and more respondents are planning to by gifts for more people (9 percent vs. 4 percent).

Note(s): (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and in all instances, they were asked the question, “Purchased gifts for them in 2020 - Who do you typically purchase gifts for during the holidays?” and “Plan to purchase gifts for them in 2021 - Who do you 
expect to purchase gifts for during the 2021 holiday season?”; (b) Others include Grandchildren, Niece/ Nephews, and dogs

Source(s): (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 15, 2020 – Sep 19, 2020; (2) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

Holiday gift purchasing plans by recipient type
(among respondents that typically engage in holiday gift shopping)

49% 49% 49%

35% 34%

26%

14%
17%

9%

57%

52%

44%
40%

37%

25%

19% 18%

11%

My friends’ 
kids

My siblings’ 
children

Gifts for 
local school 

children

My 
coworkers

My parents My siblings My friendsMy 
significant 

other

My kids

+8%

+3%

-5%

+5%
+3%

-1%

+5% +1%

+2%

2020 percent of respondents who planned to purchase gifts with recipient type (n=750)
2021 percent of respondents who planned to purchase gifts with recipient type (n=818)

Number of people for which consumers are buying gifts
(among respondents that typically engage in holiday gift shopping)

36%

22%

60%

69%

4% 9%

2021

100%

2020

I plan to purchase gifts 
for fewer people this year

I plan to purchase gifts for
the same number of people

n = 818
I plan to purchase gifts for 

more people this year

n = 756

More respondents are planning to purchase gifts for 
their kids (+8%), siblings (+5%), and coworkers (+5%) 
this year versus last year
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HOLIDAY SPEND AND GATHERINGS

On average, respondents plan to purchase more online across all categories during the 2021 
holiday season; the biggest increases in expected online share of wallet come from automotive 
(+20 percent), hardware (+19 percent), and furniture (+17 percent).

Note(s): (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and they were asked the question, “For the following categories, what percent of your holiday shopping was done online last year (e.g., 2020)?” and ‘For the following categories, what percent of your holiday 
shopping purchases do you plan to do online this year (e.g., 2021)?”; (b) Weighted average total is weighted by average consumer spend by category.

Source(s): (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 15, 2020 – Sep 19, 2020; (2) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

Average percent of holiday shopping purchases expected to be done online 
(among respondents that typically engage in holiday gift shopping)

52%

45%

53%

59% 58%

51%
54% 56%

48%

61%

48%
53%

49%

60%
55% 57%

62% 63% 63%
67%

64% 62%
65% 67%

70% 69%

Automotive
(2020 n = 184) 
(2021 n = 121)

Furniture
(2020 n = 183) 
(2021 n = 119)

Jewelry
(2020 n = 283) 
(2021 n = 237)

Travel
(2020 n = 214) 
(2021 n = 157)

Weighted 
average total

(2020 n = 756) 
(2021 n = 806)

Gift cards
(2020 n = 501) 
(2021 n = 461)

Clothing and 
accessories

(2020 n = 466) 
(2021 n = 446)

Electronics
(2020 n = 347) 
(2021 n = 304)

Games
(2020 n = 320) 
(2021 n = 304)

Computer and 
hardware

(2020 n = 221) 
(2021 n = 163)

Decor
(2020 n = 238) 
(2021 n = 238)

Hardware
(2020 n = 184) 
(2021 n = 124)

Books
(2020 n = 259) 
(2021 n = 245)

+8%
+22% +4%

+3% +5% +12%
+13%

+8% +14%
+4% +19%

+17% +20%

2020 2021
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Change in percent of consumers attending holiday gatherings by gathering type

HOLIDAY SPEND AND GATHERINGS

Respondents are planning to attend more gatherings this year, particularly those of family and 
friends (an additional 24 percent and 14 percent of respondents plan to attend each of these types 
of gatherings, respectively).

Note(s): (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and they were asked the question, “To the extent you can estimate, how many events do you think you attended last holiday period for the following occasions? And how many do you expect to attend this year for 
company party, family gathering, friend gathering, religious gathering, children’s friend gathering and school / alma matter gathering?”

Source(s): (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 15, 2020 – Sep 19, 2020; (2) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

26%

19%

13%

7% 7% 6%

50%

33%

21%

16% 16%
13%

Friend gatheringFamily gathering Religious gathering Company party Children’s friends gathering School / alma mater gathering

+24%

+14%

+8%

+9% +9%
+7%

2021 (n=1016)2020 (n=1014)
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Holiday hosting plans

HOLIDAY SPEND AND GATHERINGS

More consumers (75 percent vs. 55 percent) plan to host holiday gatherings this year with the 
average number of expected guests and the average meal budget only slightly lower than last year 
(-3 percent and -4 percent, respectively).

Note(s): (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and they were asked the question, “Did you hosted a gathering last years and do you plan to have a gathering in 2021? And how did you prepare your holiday meal or serving food in last year and how do you plan 
to prepare your holiday meal or serving food in 2021? And what was the average number of guests and meal budget in 2020 and what do you estimate the average number of guests and meal budget to be in 2021?” (b) Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Source(s): (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021 

55%

75%

45%

25%

100%

Yes

No

n = 1,016 n = 1,016

2020 2021

7.1
6.9

2020
(n=562)

2021
(n=757)

-3%
226

215

2020
(n=562)

2021
(n=757)

-5%

Percent of consumers planning 
vs. percent of consumers who 

hosted a gathering last year
Hosts by meal types Average number of guests Average meal budget

20% 18%

19% 18%

59% 61%

1%

Takeout

1%

2020

1%1%

Home cooked

Restaurant (dining in)

Catering

2021

Other 100%
n = 562 n = 757
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Respondents by level of concern
regarding shipping delays

Holiday shopping start date
(among respondents that engage in holiday gift shopping)

Respondents by level of
concern regarding stock outs

RETAIL PREFERENCES

More than 50 percent of respondents are at least somewhat concerned about stockouts in stores 
and shipping delays, likely contributing to earlier shopping plans as ~61 percent of respondents 
plan to start holiday shopping by October (up 10 percent since last holiday season).

Note(s):       (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and they were asked the questions, “Please rate the responses on concerns about stockouts and shipping delays: very concerned, somewhat concerned, neutral, somewhat not concerned and not concerned at all.” (b) 
Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Source(s):   (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

25%

29%

25%

9%

12%

Very concerned

n = 1,016

Somewhat concerned

Somewhat not concerned

100%

Not concerned at all

Neutral

2021

25%

29%

24%

9%

13%

100%

Somewhat not concerned

Very concerned

Somewhat concerned

Neutral

Not concerned at all

n = 1,016

2021

11% 14%

15%
17%

25%

30%

38%

32%

12% 7%

October

100%
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2020
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2021

August or earlier
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n = 756 n = 818

61% of 
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plan to start 

holiday 
shopping by 
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54% of 
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are at least 
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54% of 
respondents 
are at least 
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Most important holiday sales events
(among respondents that engage in holiday gift shopping)

Black Friday in-store shopping plans
(among respondents that engage in holiday gift shopping)

RETAIL PREFERENCES

Black Friday is still the most important event of the holiday shopping season and 32 percent of 
respondents definitely plan to shop in-store on Black Friday (versus only 16 percent last year).

41% 38%

25%

19%

22%

17%

12%

20%

6%

Friends and Family sales(c)

Black Friday sales

Others

2020 2021

Cyber Monday sales

Prime Day sales

100%
n = 756 n = 818

Note(s):       (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and they were asked the questions, “During your holiday shopping, what sales events are most important to you?” and “Do you plan on going into stores for Black Friday sales?”; (b) Other primarily include 
none, Christmas shopping, any sale, senior citizen days etc.; (c) September 2021 was the first year that we asked about friends and family. (d) Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Source(s):   (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 15, 2020 – Sep 19, 2020; (2) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

16%

32%

19%

22%18%

17%
13%

8%

35%

21%

2020

I probably won’t go

I am definitely going

2021

I definitely will not go

I may go

100%

Undecided / neutral

n = 756 n = 818
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RETAIL PREFERENCES

Over 50 percent of holiday shoppers research products by browsing retailer websites; 32 percent 
rely on word of mouth, 30 percent review online community posts and search social media (both up 
12 percent since last year).

Note(s): (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and in all instances, they were asked the question, “When researching holiday shopping purchases what forms of digital research do you do?”
Source(s): (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 15, 2020 – Sep 19, 2020; (2) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

Methods of product research used by holiday shoppers
(among respondents that typically engage in holiday gift shopping)

Family, friends, 
or word of mouth

Take a webinar or go 
to a Google Hangout

Read blogsBrowse manufacturer 
websites

Read online journals, 
newspapers or 

magazines

Browse retailer websites

14%

6%

15%
18%

Review online 
community posts

30%

49%
52%

32%

18%

30%

26%

33%

6%

11%
8%

Search social media 
(Facebook, Instagram, 

Pinterest, etc.)

25%

+3%

-1%
+12

+12%

-1%

+9% +3%

-2%

2020 (n=756)
2021 (n=818)

(Sum can be >100 as respondents were allowed to select multiple options)
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Respondents by expected shift in channel mix for holiday 2021 versus holiday 2020

RETAIL PREFERENCES

More consumers are shifting share of wallet online to apparel, entertainment / media, personal care 
products, electronics and appliances, and groceries; consumers are shifting share of wallet away 
from online in furniture and sporting goods / hobby supplies / instruments / books.

13% 13% 12% 13% 11% 12% 13% 11% 15% 14% 13% 12% 14%

9% 8% 9% 11% 9% 9% 10% 10% 10% 10% 8% 10% 9%

53% 56% 53% 53%
52% 52%

57% 54%
55% 54% 55% 57% 53%

16% 14% 15% 13% 18% 17%
13% 17% 13% 15% 15% 12% 16%

9% 9% 10% 10% 10% 10% 7% 8% 8% 8% 8% 9% 8%

Restaurants FurnitureSporting 
goods, hobby 

supplies, 
instruments, 
and books

n = 1,016n = 1,016

Travel / 
vacations

n = 1,016

Office 
supplies

100%

ToysHome 
improvement 

products / 
supplies

Electronics 
and 

appliances

Entertainment 
/ media

Personal care 
products

Prescription 
medications

Groceries

n = 1,016 n = 1,016 n = 1,016 n = 1,016

Apparel

n = 1,016 n = 1,016 n = 1,016 n = 1,016 n = 1,016
A lot more online

More online

The same amount

Less online

A lot less online

n = 1,016

Percent of respondents planning to shop 
more online minus percent of respondents 

planning to shop less online
3.2% 1.2% 4.5% -1.1% 8.4% 5.3% -2.7% 3.7% -4.2% -0.4% 1.8% -0.9% 1.7%

> 2% < -2%

Note(s):       (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and they were asked the question, “Do you expect to purchase more, the same amount or less online (vs in-store) for each of the following product categories this winter, now that the US is “returning to normal?” 
(b) Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Source(s): (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021
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Neutral
2020: 54%
2021: 54%

RETAIL PREFERENCES

Holiday shoppers report a fairly similar affinity for in-person and online shopping overall in both 
2020 and 2021.

Note(s): (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and in all instances, they were asked the question, “On a scale of 1 to 10 please rank how much you enjoy in-person shopping?” and “On a scale of 1 to 10 please rank how much you enjoy online shopping?”; 
(b) Net promoter score (NPS) has been defined based on ranking on the following categories: Promoters (9-10), Neutrals (7-8), and Detractors (1-6)

Source(s):   (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 15, 2020 – Sep 19, 2020; (2) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

In-person shopping vs. Online shopping(b)

(among respondents that typically engage in holiday gift shopping)

 In both 2020 and 2021, 54 
percent of consumers were 
neutral in terms of preference for 
either online or in-store shopping.

 In 2021, 23 percent report that 
they prefer online shopping and 
22 percent report that they prefer 
in-store shopping.

Commentary

Online Shopping Affinity
2020: 25%
2021: 23%

In-person Shopping Affinity
2020: 21%
2021: 22%
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Preference for online versus in-store shopping by category
(among respondents that plan to shop the category this holiday season)

RETAIL PREFERENCES

However, when asked about their category specific shopping preferences, holiday shoppers
prefer online shopping across all categories, particularly games, books, computers and hardware, 
and travel.

14%
6% 5% 8% 7% 12% 10% 10% 11% 8% 8% 8%

16%

11% 9%
13% 10%

17% 17% 14% 8% 12% 8% 14%

20%

24% 27%
27%

27%

25% 26% 28% 32% 25% 25%
21%

19% 29% 27%
27%

22%

25% 25% 26% 20% 29%
25%

29%

31% 30% 31% 25%
34%

22% 23% 22% 29% 26%
34% 27%

n = 268

Gift cards Hardware Travel

n = 291

Automotive

100%
n = 396 n = 322

Games Computer 
and hardware

Clothing and 
accessories

Books JewelryElectronics DecorFurniture

n = 362 n = 261 n = 200n = 496 n = 214 n = 236 n = 204

Online shopping is much worse
than the in person shopping experience

Online shopping is somewhat worse
than the in person shopping experience

Online shopping and the in person
shopping experience are the same

Online shopping is somewhat better
than the in person shopping experience

Online shopping is much better
than the in person shopping experience

n = 540

Percent of respondents who prefer online 
shopping minus percent of respondents 

who prefer in person shopping experience 
20% 42% 43% 31% 41% 17% 21% 24% 30% 36% 42% 33%

Note(s):       (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and they were asked the question, “Please comment on the degree to which you believe online shopping replaces the "in-person experience.“(b) Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Source(s): (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

> 40% < 20%
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Change in purchasing methods

RETAIL PREFERENCES

Different methods of online shopping (delivery, in-store pickup, curbside pickup) became more 
prevalent during COVID-19 and will still be important this holiday season.

62%

19%

9% 10%

47%

30%

10%
12%

52%

26%

11% 11%

Online and pick-up in storeIn-store Online and delivered Online and curb-side pickup

-15% -10%

+11% +7%

+1% +2% +2% +1%

Note(s):       (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and they were asked the question, “In general, please share how you have shopped before COVID, during COVID, as well as how you expect to shop over the next 3 months for the following categories.” 
(b) Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Source(s): (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

Pre-COVID-19 Post-COVID-19During COVID-19

n = 1016



04 Holiday travel
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Respondents by Winter Holiday travel plans

HOLIDAY TRAVEL 

Fewer respondents plan on staying local for Thanksgiving and the Winter Holidays than last year 
(53 percent versus 60 percent and 45 percent versus 55 percent, respectively).

Respondents by Thanksgiving travel plans

55%
45%

12%

11%

13%

18%

20%
25%

2020

I plan on staying home

2021

Other

I plan on doing a day trip

I plan on taking an extended trip
(greater than 5 days)

I plan on taking a trip 
(less than 5 days)

100%
n = 1,016n = 1,016

60%
53%

11%
13%

15%
16%

14% 18%

I plan on staying home

2020

I plan on taking a trip 
(less than 5 days)

2021

I plan on doing a day trip

I plan on taking an extended trip
(greater than 5 days)

Other 100%
n = 1,016 n = 1,016

Note(s):       (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and they were asked the questions, “Did you travel during holiday period in 2020?” and “Do you plan to travel during holiday period in 2021?”; “Did you travel during thanksgiving in 2020?” and “Do you plan to 
travel during thanksgiving in 2021?” (b) Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Source(s):   (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021
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HOLIDAY TRAVEL 

55 percent of respondents are still at least somewhat dissuaded from travelling due to COVID-19, 
their main concern being the further spread of the virus.

Top travel concerns Impact of Travel Budget

Respondents by average spend on a similar trip
n = 1,016

CurrentlyPre-COVID-19

$839
$894

+7%

Note(s):       (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and they were asked the questions, “How much has Covid influenced your travel?”; “What are your biggest concerns while choosing to travel?” and “Estimate how much do you plan to spend on your next trip 
and how much did you spend on a similar trip pre-COVID-19”? (b) Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Source(s):   (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

The spread of COVID-19

27%

The ability to travel
where and how I want

24%

Being able to leverage
discounts and/or promotions

Cost is the most
important concern

40%

38%

n = 1,016

Impact of COVID-19 on travel 

24%

15%

16%

30%

8%

6%

I am more inclined to travel

100%

I am neutral on travel

I will not travel
because of COVID-19

I am very dissuaded from traveling

I am somewhat dissuaded 
from traveling

I am very much more inclined
to travel because of COVID-19

n = 1,016

55% of 
respondents 

are still at 
least 

somewhat  
dissuaded 

from 
travelling 

due to 
COVID-19
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HOLIDAY TRAVEL 

Approximately 50 percent of respondents believe their leisure and business travel habits have or 
will change permanently due to COVID-19; 54 percent of respondents now consider healthcare 
infrastructure when planning international trips.

COVID-19’s impact on travel destinationsRespondents by their travel habits 

24%

19%

28%

28%

16%

26%

23%

21%

26%

9%

11%

7%

16%

33%

13%

n = 1,016

If I were to take an international
trip, the health infrastructure of
the destination is an important

factor in selecting a destination

I plan to take a domestic trip
within the next 12 months

100%

I plan to take an international trip
within the next 12 months

n = 1,016

n = 1,016

26%

20%

24%

27%

24%

22%

29%

36%

31%

8%

7%

11%

10%

12%

12%

I believe that my leisure travel habits
will, or have already, permanently

change as a result of COVID-19

I believe that my business travel habits
will, or have already, permanently

change as a result of COVID-19

n = 1,016

The way I book travel has changed
as a result of COVID-19 n = 1,016

100%

n = 1,016

Note(s):       (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and they were asked the questions, “Please rate the responses on travel preferences: Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree and Strongly Disagree.” (b) Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Source(s):   (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

Strongly disagreeAgreeStrongly agree Neutral Disagree

52% of respondents plan to take 
a domestic trip in the next year

35% of respondents plan to take an 
international trip in the next year

54% of respondents would consider 
healthcare infrastructure when choosing 

an international destination

NeutralStrongly agree Agree Strongly disagreeDisagree

53% of respondents believe their leisure travel 
habits have or will change permanently

44% of respondents believe their 
business travel habits have or will 

change permanently

46% of respondents believe that 
the way they book travel has 

changed as a result of COVID-19
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HOLIDAY TRAVEL 

Most respondents (59 percent) feel comfortable staying at a name-brand hotel; most respondents 
(58 percent) would prefer a travel partner that has a fully vaccinated staff over one that does not.

Respondents by their level of comfort Respondents by their preferences on travel facilitators

28%

27%

19%

21%

21%

16%

18%

18%

31%

21%

27%

24%

22%

22%

19%

19%

23%

20%

25%

23%

23%

26%

26%

19%

7%

12%

12%

12%

12%

12%

13%

14%

11%

20%

18%

20%

21%

24%

23%

30%

n = 1,016

I feel comfortable taking a cruise

I feel comfortable going on a business trip

I feel comfortable entering a casino

I feel comfortable taking a flight

I feel comfortable staying in a name-brand hotel

I feel comfortable attending a conference

I feel comfortable staying in a rental property

I feel comfortable going to an amusement park

100%

n = 1,016

n = 1,016

n = 1,016

n = 1,016

n = 1,016

n = 1,016

n = 1,016

Strongly disagreeStrongly agree Agree DisagreeNeutral

32%

31%

30%

26%

24%

24%

24%

26%

25%

7%

7%

11%

12%

15%

I would choose a travel partner
that has a fully vaccinated staff

over one that doesn’t

n = 1,0167%
I prefer to travel with companies

that require all customers
to be vaccinated

I would be more likely to fly
if all airlines required passengers

to be vaccinated

100%

n = 1,016

n = 1,016

NeutralStrongly agree Agree Disagree Strongly disagree

Note(s):       (a) KPMG conducted a survey of 1,000 consumers across the United States and they were asked the questions, “Please rate the responses on travel preferences: Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree and Strongly Disagree.” (b) Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Source(s):   (1) KPMG Consumer Pulse Survey, fielded Sep 8,2021 – Sep 21, 2021

59% of respondents feel comfortable 
staying in a name-brand hotel

58% of respondents would prefer travel 
partners that have a fully vaccinated staff

44% of respondents are still 
uncomfortable with taking a cruise
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TAKING ACTION

Where KPMG can help you redefine your consumer approach.

KPMG can support you to rapidly re-evaluate your consumer base, identifying the signals of lasting change so that you can retool your 
business model and succeed in the new normal

 Based on variance in gross to net ranges across countries, identifying opportunities to improve price, 
promotion and discount structures

 Increase reach to key consumer demographicsPricing & promotion

 Prepare leading digital platform while improving cost to serve
 Improve direct-to-consumer penetration and targetingE-commerce platform 

integration

 Apply advanced data and analytics to achieve greater efficiency and accelerate revenue across platforms, 
content and channelsMarketing spend 

improvement

 Proprietary demand forecasting engine that combines variables from variety of paid and public data 
sources

 Use machine learning to find only the signals that matter at the store levelDemand forecasting
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TAKING ACTION

Our firm brings tremendous capabilities to assist you in your response and recovery. 

Better people. Better approach. Better technology.

 Deep experience in all areas of CPG, retail and digital 
commerce including working with companies on all 
aspects of strategy, transformation and M&A 
transactions

 Team with senior management and operational 
experience at leading companies

 Delivered $1B+ in value creation in both 
transformations and transactions

Industry depth

 Operational specialists across business functions 
such as finance, IT, HR, sourcing and operations

 Unified orchestration of organization-wide activities, 
initiatives and transformations

 Designed and structured to execute as one cohesive 
advisor

Integrated teaming approach

 Leading analytics and data science capabilities 
leveraged in every project: consuming vast amounts 
of data, applying advanced statistical techniques and 
delivering insights at ‘deal speed’

 Industry-tailored proprietary tools to accelerate data 
ingestion and virtually eliminate set-up costs

 Leading cloud based platforms including a Signals 
Repository leveraged for machine learning models

Advanced analytics capabilities

Speed to value creation

Alignment of improvement activities with your key 
value drivers

Rapid identification of critical factors and operating 
levers that impact organizational performance

Actionable roadmap for integrated performance 
improvement and value creation planning and execution
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 100+ projects per year in enterprise wide transformations and M&A

 540 performance improvement (PI) professionals located in 28 offices in the US

 2,200 global network of PI practitioners in 40 countries

 500+ functional specialists in our HR, IT, and Finance COEs

 Wide ranging solutions across the deal lifecycle

 Deep industry-focused strategy and operational capabilities

 Analytics horsepower to drive rich data-supported insights at deal speed

 Technology enabled to help accelerate and control execution

 A truly integrated team

TAKING ACTION

Your KPMG Consumer & Retail team

Scott Rankin
Consumer & Retail 
Strategy Leader

Daniel Shaughnessy
Principal

Jonathan Seastrom
Managing Director

Andrew Nolan
Principal

Jeff Wilson
Principal

Colin Hare
Managing Director

David Roszmann
Principal

Andrew Lindsay
Managing Director

R. Sean Stephens
Managing Director

Jamil Satchu
Principal

Sunder 
Ramakrishnan
Managing Director

Julia Wilson
Managing Director
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